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Editorial

one 

Dear drupareport Reader,

the Printing and Media sectors have experienced some difficult times. Manufacturers of print ers
and print processing machines as well as media providers and publishers had to undergo 
a great deal of pain worldwide. But now it is a question of looking forward optimistically and
of converting the experience behind us into positive energy. Today is the time to set the right
pointers for a successful future and not to remain in a state of dazed shock! Entrepreneurial
thought in global structures, courage to undertake technological innovations, an orientation 
towards usefulness for the client and the willingness “to look above your own local perspect -
ives” are the orders of the hour. drupa 2012 is coming exactly at the right point in time against
this background: it is spurring us on to grasp chances and to use the potential for the future 
of our industry. An American industry representative already awarded drupa the title of a “wake-
up-call for the industry” many years ago and by doing so he hit the nail exactly on the head.

“One world – one drupa” is the slogan of the print media trade fair. This is also the motto of this current edition of the drupa
report. We reflect this global importance with over 40 different title motifs, which stand for the most important exhibitor
and visitor markets. In the process, we decided with the global Düsseldorf trade fair network to opt for individual national
emblems as a central motif. This led to a very varied collection. The print-run levels of the individual national issues is as 
varied as the individual title motifs – the range extends from the Komodo dragon/Indonesia to the Eiffel Tower/France: the
figures range from 50 to 2,500. In addition to these country-specific editions, there is also the “Düsseldorf edition” (the heart
and home of drupa) for global use. You can read the “Making-of-story” for the title pages on pages 18-21.  

This title concept simultaneously stands for the main topic of drupa report No. 2: digital printing. According to a study by
Pira this technology should be the dominant printing process by 2020 at the latest. Whether this is the case or not, the dyna-
mic development of this technology is undisputed. Things have happened since Benny Landa promoted this technology in
the 1990s with the words “everything that can become digital, will be digital”. The former niche technology has since opened
up many fields of business for itself. Read what international specialist authors from the US, the UK and South Africa have
compiled on this topic for you. We also inform you about digi:media, the new specialist fair for commercial publishing & 
digital printing which complements drupa in Düsseldorf in the current edition.

And  naturally we are continuing the “Faces of the trade fair” and “International markets in focus”. This time, five chief 
editors of international specialist magazines deal with the influence of e-readers on the  publishing industry. The feature on
the 16-person team looks at a “great climate” in the trade fair halls. This is also an extremely interesting report in words and
images on work below and above the trade fair halls.

With this in mind, I wish you a great deal of enjoyment with the reading.

Martin Weickenmeier
May 2010

Mr. Martin Weickenmeier
drupa 2012 President 

Member of the Executive Board of Körber AG,Chairman of the Körber PaperLink GmbHManagement Board
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Plug ’n’ print
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2012 will be the inkjet drupa on steroids!

Frank Romano, Professor Emeritus at the Rochester Institute 
for Technology (RIT), is convinced that digital print solutions will
reach the production level of offset printing and play a pivotal
role in the long-term future of the print industry.  
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You are well known as a specialist in strategic analysis of the digital printing 
business since the start of professional technology for higher print runs. 
How would you assess the development of digital from the first systems, 
such as Indigo machines (sold in double packages in the early 90s) and  
Chromapress-Systems, through to today’s Xerox iGen4, HP Indigo-Systems, 
Kodak Nexpress, Xeikon machines and Canon etc? 

It took several years for the early digital colour printers to meet their promise. From 1993 to 2000, growth 
was slow – but after 2000 the machines, market, and applications matured and growth has been extraordinary.
The industry has made significant progress in digital colour printing from its introduction in 1993. Speed,
size, capability and quality have increased markedly, and digital printing now represents about 15 per cent of
all printing carried out around the world (mostly toner and inkjet). With digital machines getting faster, more
efficient and delivering ever-higher quality, we expect to see even more digital printers by 2012 and digital
printing volume to continue growing accordingly.

After selling the Nexpress business, Heidelberg is once again looking for a digital 
printing partner. How would you comment on this?

Heidelberg had a partner in Kodak and they built probably the best digital printing machine in the industry –
the Nexpress. The company lost the Nexpress because of stockholder actions. I am certain they understand
that they must play a role in digital printing. I think they should re-adopt the Nexpress and also partner with
other systems suppliers. I predict that Heidelberg will be a force in digital printing.

Could this be a sign that in the future digital printing will replace offset printing in certain 
segments? And what would you recommend for the other offset machine manufacturers? 

I am old enough to remember the conversion from letterpress to offset litho in the 1970s. It happened 
quickly and comprehensively. That will not happen again. Offset will lose volume but will not die. It will 
retain 30 to 40 percent of its pre-digital printing volume until 2020, when digital printing will overtake 
offset performance. Printers with both offset and digital will be the most successful.

Heidelberg also has the inkjet-offset system, Linopress, which  is designed for other 
markets than graphic art printing. Could the offset-inkjet combination be a possible technology 
for the future? 

Linopress has interesting packaging and industrial printing applications. Linking inkjet to offset has already
been done with inkjet addressing and messaging offset products at the finishing and addressing stages.

The latest big deal in our industry was the 1.5 billion Euro acquisition of Océ by Canon. 
How will this affect the digital printing market?    

The Canon-Océ merger is good for both companies. Together they are large enough to provide more solutions
for customers. Océ is a powerhouse in wide-format and high-end roll-fed production printing. Canon has 
excellent sheetfed printers and a very large patent base in toner and inkjet. I belive that in the long term this
makes sense and is good for the industry. 

drupa 2008 was also referred to as “inkjet-drupa”. New technology from Kodak, 
Océ and HP showed the strength of inkjet technology. How do you evaluate the potential 
of inkjet in terms of speed, quality and format?  

It really was the inkjet drupa, and drupa 2012 will be the inkjet drupa on steroids. There will be no other 
technology that will get more attention than inkjet at drupa 2012. I have been to nine drupas, and each has
been based on a dominant technology. Every aspect of inkjet – speed, quality and format – will see significant
leaps in performance. Although it took more than 40 years to get to this point, inkjet now has all of the 
requisite characteristics for production. I believe inkjet will be the technology of the future, and envisage this
will be highlighted at drupa 2012, where printers will buy a significant amount of inkjet equipment.

Are there still unknown companies – manufacturers and developers – that could help 
shape the future of digital printing? 

Defintely. Within the next few years, we will see twice as many digital printing companies – from wide format
to document, from inkjet to toner. Hope springs eternal and there are small and large companies developing
new printing technology as we speak. One company has a system based on the principle of the failed Dico-
web, which can image offset cylinders directly. And many are applying OEM inkjet heads in innovative ways.

Web-to-print is a growing market – do you think inkjet technology will change 
the printing business in the long run by also using the internet?  

Of course. The internet is both a competitor to print and an enabler of print. Web-to-print is an all-encompassing
term for using the internet in any way that facilitates print production. Web-to-print is a very important
function for print service providers. All the research that we have conducted shows that companies with 
some kind of internet solution are the ones doing the best. This is because they are making it easy for their
customers to deal with them.   

For service providers, one of the most difficult aspects in terms of digital printing 
was to create a market. Today there is a huge market for digital printing applications – 
but this still accounts for only a few per cent share of the whole printing market. 
How will this develop in the future?   

This is the crux of the problem. Since 1995, and especially since 2000, print volume has decreased. We have
lost about 20 per cent of print volume globally. The printing market today has been shaped by electronic 
substitution, targeted marketing, shorter runs, faster turnaround, and the global economy. Digital printing 
was finally in the right place at the right time when runs got shorter. Printers who offer digital printing and
offset will be best placed to propser. It is crucial to find out the printed products that will still be printed in
the future. 

Offset will retain 30 to 40 per-
cent of its pre-digit@l printing
volume until 2020, when digit@l
printing will overtake offset 
performance.

Suppliers have to develop 
new solutions and workflows 
that makes vari@ble data printing 
easier to use for designers. 
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Personalized print products were predicted to be one of the fastest-growing segments 
in the digital printing market. Do you think this has materialsed? 

Variable data printing is one of the most significant features of digital printing – yet it only accounts for about
10 per cent of digital printing, and digital printing itself accounts for approximately 15 per cent of all printing.
So as a percentage the volume of variable data printing taking place is very low. 
However, I believe variable data printing has enormous potential and will eventually meet expectations. 
It has been held up by digital printing suppliers that had proprietary software, no real support for standards, 
and a lack of training for graphic designers. And marketers are only now discovering the power of database
marketing. Suppliers have to develop new solutions and workflows that make variable data printing easier 
to use for designers. 

Looking at e-books, Apple’s iPad, iPhone and other digital devices that allow people 
to be online wherever they are, do you think printing will ever be unnecessary? 

Printing will always be necessary. The question is which printing we are talking about. Some printed products,
like forms and encyclopedias, will go electronic. But others, like packaging and promotional collateral, will
grow. Industrial printing will be a growth market. Printers must identify printed products that will not be 
converted to electronic form. The problem with e-books is they are too big. You can´t carry them around. I
can read a newspaper and then throw it away, which is something you wouldn’t do with an e-book. We could
use our PCs as an e-book, and if one has to decide between a laptop or an e-book, everyone would choose 
the PC because you can do more things with it, whilst an e-book is just for reading. And no, they will not have
an effect on printing, there will be still printed books. And besides, the instructions for e-books are on paper!  

Fast forward to 2032 – in which segments do you expect to still see offset printing?   
There will be still offset printing in 2032, but much smaller and niche oriented. But why will offset printing
lose volume as it has already to digital printing? Well, digital printing needs no make-ready, there is virtually
no waste and it is more enviromental friendly in most cases. So more and more offset volume will be replaced
by digital printing. Offset will still be there, but it will account for a much smaller volume eg for longer print
runs, with Pantone colors, periodicals, catalogues and ad inserts.

If you were a commercial printer, in which technology would you invest first to guarantee 
the future of your company? 

As print volume is decreasing, it is important to have both offset lithography and digital printing, and here I
mean wide-format and document printing, either toner based or inkjet. So with this range of technology you
cover most print products. 
What could happen is that inkjet takes over the print volume of flexography. This would be a major change in
the industry. But today, of course, most of the packaging material is printed in flexo and offset. Digital printing
today is for the short runs, low volume and fast turnarounds, but it will take over more and more of the offset
volume. The products that will be left will be packaging, direct mail, promotional oriented, specialized books
and photobooks. Those kinds of products will be where the printers can make some money in the future. Also
flatbed inkjet is growing. Major growth will come in industrial decoration and printing, as well as display and
signage. 

The complete interview can be seen online as a video at www.drupa.de (Red Sofa Interview).

More and more offset volume will
be replaced by digit@l printing.

To be prepared for the future, it is 
important to have both offset lithography
and digit@l printing and to offer what 
is desired by the customers.

Offset will still be there, 
for longer print runs, 
with special colors,
periodicals, catalogues
and ad inserts.
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by Roger Ynostroza

Internet-enabled templates

These clients had customarily used general commercial printers,
until they were offered print-personalization capabilities – often
by their existing print providers – that made higher-response 
customer targeting practical, simple, and affordable. Digital print
operations took over part of this business by creating or utilizing
Internet-enabled job templates for local client groups such as 
doctors, lawyers, and insurance and real estate agents, as well as 
associations, banks, and various types of local businesses.
     While the biggest percentage increases in 2008-9 were posted
by the smaller digital print segments, year-over-year growth of
22.8 percent in digital color pages in the mainstay category of
production commercial printing signals success of a special kind.
“In that same period, analog print production in the U.S. fell 
by 6 percent” reports Francis A. McMahon, marketing director 
of Americas Graphic Arts for Hewlett-Packard, Boise, Idaho. The
company’s HP-Indigo unit, he notes, holds about 48 percent 
market share in equipment placements in the U.S. against eight
competitors.
     

           igital print production in America is literally on the rise, 
           with all six of its market segments posting double- or 
           triple-digit gains in digital color pages produced from
2008 to 2009. These dramatic perform ances – stunning when
compared to print industry norms at present – signal print pro v -
iders’ success in serving ever-larger and more diversified customer
communities with customized and/or personalized products.
     Print providers are doing so by utilizing digital imaging
strengths in personalization, speed, convenience, shorter runs,
quicker turnarounds, delivery to the point of need, and integ -
ration with other marketing collateral.
     The segment performance levels, by extension, reflect pur-
chase, production, and revenue shifts attributable to increased 
digital color pages, which counter the overall shrinkage of general
print media and put digital printing in a great position to lead 
the industry’s economic recovery.
     Much of the recent growth, say experts, can be traced to the
online versatility of digital printing. Here, print applications
smoothly linked to the Internet – known as Web to print, some -
times written Web2Print – are helping digital shops capture 
lively revenue streams for short-run and custom-printed work. 
The target customer groups: small and medium-sized businesses, 
of which some six million exist in the U.S.

     “Interestingly,” adds McMahon, “a lot of traditional printers
adopted digital to complement their offset portfolio and began 
offering new short-run and personalized print services both to
their existing customers and new clients.”

Customer crossover

Also, entrepreneurial vigor applied to digital equipment versat -
ility, he adds, frequently resulted in a blending of applications,
which led to a crossover of customer groupings. For example, two
digital graphics operations in New York City are taking divergent 
paths, one moving into wide-format photo imaging and book
production, the other into diverse graphic services, including
quick turnaround of short-run custom printing of discovery 
reports used in litigation and legal investigations.

Successful 
Business Models

for Digital Printing
in the 

D
     Also utilizing digital printing are giant booksellers, which
hone their one-off production model for consumer ordering of
out-of-print books that once required huge warehouses to store
editions for “one of these days” orders. Now in-plant or captive
shops draw book text from electronic storage and arrange for
printing and binding of a single edition of a title, ready for ship-
ment and billing.
     In 2008, traditional book title introductions fell by 3.2 percent
but more than 285,000 on-demand titles were introduced, an 
increase of 132 percent.

Much of the recent growth, say experts, can be traced to the online 
versatility of digital printing. Here, print applications smoothly linked
to the Internet – known as Web to print – are helping digital shops
capture lively revenue streams for short-run and custom-printed work.
The target customer groups: small and medium-sized businesses, print-
personalization capabilities that made higher-response customer target -
ing practical, simple, and affordable. 

@
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     In some circles, marketing collateral is described by a unique
abbreviation, “transpromo,” which indicates adding or attaching 
a personalized sales message or offer to, say, a monthly bank state-
ment or a physician’s invoice – a transaction – to reap a higher 
return rate.

Print appeal widens

As mentioned earlier, personalized Web-to-print products are 
appealing to new types of print customers, that is, individual 
con sumers such as parents ordering uniquely printed products 
for their children, who seldom or perhaps had never bought 
commercially produced print-on-paper products.
     In such an application, of which there may now be scores, 
individuals use simple pick-and-choose template software to set
up personalized printed products and to place the orders online,
for customized products that more often than not are produced
by digital imaging, then shipped to the buyer.
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Personalized Web-to-print products are appealing to new types of print
customers, that is, individual consumers ordering uniquely printed 
products, who seldom or perhaps never bought commercially produced
print-on-paper products.

Marketing collateral

Some experts foresee a surge in what might be called “youth
achievement collateral” (others categorize this as “photo
merchand ising”), which goes far beyond the traditional high
school and college yearbook. Says one parent, “For our two high
school sons in sports, we just spent more than $200 – without 
regrets – for baseball and football cards showing the team and our
sons, five-by-eight portraits, coffee mugs, calendars, and a giant
wall sticker. For many of the items, it was a print run of one, or
maybe a dozen or half-dozen.”
     One system supplier uses software-directed digital printing 
to produce marketing collateral for its own nationwide staff of
400 sales representatives. “This is now a paperless, totally hands-
off, pick-from-a-menu, order-online system that replaces the 
efforts of a staff of seven,” says the company’s marketing executive.
“Each salesperson gets exactly what he or she wants or needs, 
delivered to them in a day or two.”
     He adds, “Just a few years ago, who would have thought that 
software would be not just important to print media but frankly
crucial to its survival – indeed, its expansion and growth.”

In the U.S., digital printing is at the core of six very active and diverse market 
segments.The segments listed here are ranked from largest to smallest in approximate
revenue size within the HP customer base, given with percentage growth in digital
color pages produced, 2008-9 results over 2007-8 results. Source: Hewlett-Packard

     One popular online vendor in the U.S., Frecklebox, offers
school-age children products in more than a dozen separate 
categories, from coloring books, growth charts, and tin lunch-boxes
(affixed with adhesive decals) to placemats, posters, puzzles, and
24-page soft- or hard-bound storybooks digitally printed in full
color. All items, available in an array of designs and colors, can be
personal ized with the child’s name, hair color, favorite sport, and
so on.

     Based on these accomplishments and its market achievements,
digital printing clearly is no longer just living up to its vaunted 
expectations, but exceeding them. 

production commercial printers
growth in digital color pages

direct-mail production marketing collaterallabels and packaging publications photo preparation and imaging
although smallest in 
market ranking

“Just a few years ago, who would have thought that software would be
not just important to print media but frankly crucial to its survival –
indeed, its expansion and growth.”

“Marketing collateral is a totally hands-off, pick-from-a-menu, 
order-online digital printing system”, says the company’s marketing 
executive. “Each salesperson gets exactly what he or she wants or 
needs, delivered to them in a day or two.”



           hen you’re in the middle of a revolution, seeing the 
           future isn’t easy. Strategic vision becomes even harder 
           when that technological revolution is accompanied – and
distorted – by the deepest recession in 70 years. Now as the fog 
of crisis slowly clears, the opportunities for British digital printers
seem greater than ever. The wide-format sector is booming, 
the trend towards shorter runs that suit toner and inkjet seems 
irreversible, the fashion for personalisation is proving fad and 
digital technology is opening up promising, lucrative opportunit -
ies in books, textiles and packaging.
     Jon Baker, director of British retail branding experts NES 
Solutions captures the mood: “I can’t see any reason why we won’t
have massive growth in the UK. We are about four or five years be-
hind the Far East in technology and two behind mainland Europe
so 2012 will mark the start of digital print saturating the market.”
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––––––––––––––––––––––––
     Baker’s confidence is reinforced by Professor Frank Romano’s
2010 report, The Redefinition Of the Digital Printer, conducted
for Canon. Romano’s findings – based on interviews with 840
printers, 65.5 percent of whom were based in western Europe –
found that while offset output fell by 18 percent in 2009, revenues
from digital print increased 27.7 percent. (Sadly, authoritative 
stats for the UK digital print sector are not in the public domain.)
––––––––––––––––––––––––
Where wide-format business comes from in the UK
Trade                              33 percent
Local business                  22 percent
Designers                      15 percent
Industry                         13 percent
National/international B2B            11 percent
Source: Widthwise Survey 2009 von Image Reports
––––––––––––––––––––––––
     There’s plenty of growth to come. The UK research body Pira
recently predicted an 877 percent growth in digital print for the
global textile industry and a 185 percent increase in digital work
for packaging and labelling by 2014. Digital print is making 
inroads into traditional screen print applications while new micro
sectors – such as wide-format print for hoardings and the use 
of digital print to help brands exploit the commercial potential 
of augmented reality  – keep emerging. Peering further into 
the future, some experts even suggest digital printing could save
the ailing newspaper industry. 

     Let’s not get carried away. This isn’t the kind of rising market
that can make an idiot look like a genius. For a start, the barriers
to entry are low, or non-existent. Baker says one of the biggest
threats to prosperity in his sector in the UK is “Smaller companies
being able to join what was an exclusive club of large format print -
ers.” Larger firms muscling into the market have also squeezed
margins.          
     Competition will, Baker believes, intensify and become more
international: “Some direct to media print will go over to eastern
Europe within the next two years as labour and machinery be-
come very cheap.” Some buyers may take the technology in-house:
two of NES’s customers have recently installed their own direct 
to media machines.
      In other words, massive growth in UK demand for digital print
may not automatically deliver a massive growth in print prices.
Baker says: “Printers who say they need to reinvest in quality are
misguided. Productivity will be important. But quality? Most cust -
omers are far more focused on price. Printers who don’t recognise
that are contributing to their own demise.” Image Reports’ 2009
state of the UK wide-format industry survey found most printers
focused on volume, not margins, and were alarmed by the idea of
customers using internet research to bring down prices.
––––––––––––––––––––––––
     Digital printers who have already reinvented their business
models to add value for customers are better placed to prosper
than those who sell digital print as a commodity, even if that com-
modity is printed using the greatest craft or the latest technology.
Such differentiation will be even more vital as web-to-print 
sys tems enable a growing number of customers to buy digital
print online.
––––––––––––––––––––––––
     “Three years ago print was around 40 percent of our turnover
and was incorporated in over 50 percent of our projects,” says
Baker. “We still use print in all kinds of ways but it only accounts
for 15 percent of our turnover. We have increased the use of print
in permanent architectural and retail environments that enables
us to utilise all our skills and product ranges (internal and extern -
al cladding for stadiums, shopping centres, retailers and museums
and use print to enhance LED lightwalls and lightpanels which
we manufacture at NES.”

The five key issues of entreprenuers 
1. New business
2. Keeping business
3. Marketing strategies
4. Improving productivity
5. Margins
Source: British Association for Print and Communication, 
Dezember 2009
––––––––––––––––––––––––
     Finding a niche (and protecting it) is essential. Print has 
never truly been a commodity business – two firms with the same
equip ment would produce very different results – but the onus 
is on printers to make their point of differentiation clearer and
offer customers such a rich, useful range of services it would be 
a wrench for them to change supplier. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––
     Mark Simpson, chairman of POS/POP printer The Simpson
Group, wonders how many printers really appreciate this: “Print
has traditionally been too process centric. The business model has
all been about buying machinery, filling it, faster turnaround, get-
ting the volume through. That doesn’t really fit with an innovative
business plan. We need more entrepreneurial input – this may
come from the smaller format applications – and to start thinking
more creatively about what digital print can deliver without 
worrying about having to run machines flat out.”
     impson, whose company invested in digital a few years ago,
     scaled back and is looking to re-enter the market, offers one
      intrigu ing example of a creative business model: “The pers -
onalised greet ing cards company Moonpig wouldn’t class them -
selves as a print er at all, they have a completely different business
model, but their business depends on small format digital print -
ing.” Moonpig mail ed six million personalised greetings cards 
in the UK in 2009, has a profit margin of just over 14 percent and 
is recognised by six out of ten Britons. But it wasn’t founded by 
a printer. Former sugar trader Nick Jenkins started it with £60,000
of his own money.
     Nobody knows where the digital printing revolution will 
end – or what the industry will look like when it is finished. Yet a
recent study by Romano and the Rochester Institute Of Techno-
logy does suggest one sobering conclusion. Romano’s projections 
suggest that the number of digital print companies has already
peaked in America. By 2015, he suggests, there will be 5.9 percent
fewer digital print companies in the US than today. That shrink -
age is smaller than the average for the printing industry but it
does suggest that in British digital printing, the window of
opport unity will not be open for ever. Consolidation will start
soon. And the winners will not necessarily be the companies with
the slickest technology. Asked to identify the main focus of NES’s
investment between now and 2015, Baker said succinctly: “People,
people, people, and people…” 
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Digital print UK: In the ascendant

Digital print is making inroads into traditional screen print applications while 
new micro sectors – such as wide-format print for hoardings and the use 
of digital print to help brands exploit the commercial potential of augmented 
reality – keep emerging. Peering further into the future, some experts 
even suggest digital printing could save the ailing newspaper industry. 
by Lesley Simpson
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Welcome Philippines - Welcome Philippine Tarsier

one world -
many faces

Hardly any other specialist trade fai
r welcomes as many 

international guests as drupa. This d
rupa report reflects

the variety of nations represented b
y the people who meet

in Düsseldorf every four years. From
 a base of 180 different

exhibitor and visitor countries, the T
op 40 were filtered out

and an individual cover showing a ty
pical national place 

of interest was designed for them. T
he cover and the article

tailored to it were produced as a var
iable data print. 
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Welcome Egypt - Welcome Great Sphinx of Giza

Welcome to drupa city 
Düsseldorf



     Die Auflagen der deutsch- und englischsprachigen Versionen 
variieren zwischen 50 und 3.000 Exemplaren für die einzelnen Länder. 
Ins gesamt wurde eine Auflage von 10.500 Exem plaren produziert,
wobei die deutsch-sprachige Ausgabe 3.000 Exemplare ausmacht.
     Der nicht variable Inhalt dieses drupa reports wurde im Offsetver-
fahren gedruckt, veredelt und zusammen mit den digital gedruckten 
variablen Teilen weiterverarbeitet. 

           illkommen in Deutschland!’, ‘Bonjour Paris!’, 
           ‘Hello New York!’, ‘Hyvää päivää Finnland!’, 
           ‘Goeie dag, South Africa!’ – Every visitor is more
than welcome at the trade fair in Düsseldorf – one world –
one drupa – which is exactly what this drupa report should
highlight! From the Eiffel tower to Table Mountain – an 
emblem of one of the top 40 countries in terms of exhibitors
and visitors always decides the covers of this issue. Like the
individual covers, parts of the content and image selection
are also individually composed. As a result, drupa report 
No. 2 is a typical example of variable data printing, tailored
towards certain targetted groups.  In this case the recipients
in the drupa exhibitor and visitor countries.  Digital print 
is not only an important topic in this edition – it is also the
basis of its print production. 
     This ambitious project was implemented with support
from Hewlett Packard and Papyrus (Schneidersöhne) as
sponsors of the digital printing and paper. The variable data
preparation and variable printing were assisted and imple-
mented by Margreff Druck und Medien GmbH from Essen.
As a long-term HP Indigo user in the area of variable digital
printing, Margreff has significant experience. Chief executive 

Harald  Margreff says the following on the subject: ”We undertake the
most varied personalisation jobs, which meant that implementation 
of this project was relatively easy for us to resolve.” But the basic layout
needs to be created before the data can be printed at Margreff. The
Wuppertal ‘Giffhorn Design’ agency has been responsible for designing
and monitoring the drupa report for many years. 
     ‘Designing and implementing 41 personalised envelopes in
combin ation with digitally printed variable inlets is something we had
not previously handled in precisely this setup’ states Holger Giffhorn.  
     The drupa team defined the national emblems in agreement with
the global foreign network of representatives. These now define the 
design of the cover as well as the four-siders in the magazine; both parts
are variable and printed digitally. 
     Variable images and text elements were placed in the basic layout
on an additional layer so that a PDF file without variable elements can
be created. These PDF files acted as a background picture for the varia-
ble picture and text frames, which were assigned to the specific database
columns and required personalisation rules. The standard database was
supplemented by additional information such as the image assignment
(e. g. Berlin.jpg; Paris.jpg; etc.) or also a country label, which ensures
that every recipient in South Africa obtains ‘his’ South Africa copy and
not somehow the China version of the drupa report. 

„W
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Welcome France - Welcome Paris

Welcome South Africa - Welcome Cape Town

Welcome Germany - Welcome Berlin

For the final printing the DTP team at Margreff compiled a variable 
job ticket for the HP Indigo 5000, which allows the layout, variable 
elements and database to flow together correctly. After the export of 
all data to the digital printing system, the various print-run versions
were printed ‘on-the-fly’.   
     The print runs of the English language versions vary between 
50 and 3,000 copies for the individual countries. Overall a print run 
of 11,000 copies was produced, with the German language edition
comprising 3,000 copies.
     The non-variable content of this drupa report was printed using 
the offset procedure, refined and further processed together with the 
digitally processed variable parts. 

Each country is assigned its own individual picture
gallery with appropriate captions on the four 
digitally printed pages.
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Teamwork
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           ver since South Africa was named the host country for 
           the 19th FIFA World Cup, the nation has worked tirelessly
           to ensure its new stadia, transport network, telecommuni-
cation system, hotels and medical care meet the world’s expecta -
tions. The country will be fully prepared for the World Cup, and
its people are proud that one of the most highly regarded sports
events worldwide is being staged in their own country.  
     George Dearnaley, Soccer Business Manager at the Media24
publishing house, has witnessed the excellent preparation of
South Africa’s infrastructure. A former professional who was
capped several times for the South Africa national team, today
George is an adviser for the World Cup coverage at Media24,
where among other things he is responsible for co-ordinating and
producing the official FIFA print products for the tournament.  
“There are still a lot of people who don’t agree that we are hosting
the World Cup. But in general there is a sense that this is an 
exciting time for our country – it is an opportunity to market the 

country to the whole world, and to show the world that we have 
a lot to offer. We shall use this opportunity,” says Dearnaley.  “We
have already started to plan and coordinate the FIFA prints many
months before the World Cup. A decision was very consciously
made here in favour of offset and analogue printing process: no
FIFA prints will be produced in digital printing.”
     The World Cup is seen as a marketing platform, so a rise in 
the print volume in the country is also expected. This is a fore-
cast which printing and service firms can also benefit from, as 
ultimat ely they do not lag behind international standards in the
print production area. George Dearnaley’s opinion on  this is:
“of course, the printing firms in South Africa will earn more
money, at least in the period when they print more than other-
wise.”  
      But the difficult economic situation worldwide does not stop
for a World Cup either: “the print sector is naturally feeling this
pressure and is reducing costs wherever possible.  So some will 

Print andFootball…
It’s hard to believe the summer fairytale that was FIFA World Cup 2006 was four years ago. The world-
wide wave of excitement that rolled out from host country Germany is set to continue in South Africa in
June. And to make sure it can build on the success of the 2006 tournament, FIFA is already using every
communication channel available to reach its target audience. In addition to the official FIFA website and
establishing a strong social media presence, the organisation once again sees top-quality print products 
as a key component of the media mix for this year’s World Cup.

E
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do very well, but most players will continue to fall behind their 
expectations”, is George Dearnaley’s assessment.

Only one provider can print for FIFA

However, FIFA usually only awards the ‘licence to print’ – and
with it, the rights to use the original FIFA logo – to one company
in the host country. The company that has won this coveted 
contract for this year’s World Cup is Touchline Media (www.touch-
line.co.za), a subsidiary of the Media24 (www.Media24.com)
publishing house. 
     Media24 is among the leading publishing groups in Africa,
with newspapers, magazines, internet, book publishing, printing,
distribution and logistics companies in its portfolio. The company
publishes more than 60 different magazines, and around 60 news -
paper titles. Media24 produces 341.8 million newspapers per year,
including the top newspaper, the ‘Daily Sun’, which has more than
3.8 million readers in Africa. 

      Only the publishing house that has won the FIFA contract can
produce official World Cup print products – which puts them in 
a unique position to attract well-paying advertising customers. As
the official print partner, Touchline Media is also responsible for
producing internal information media e.g. for all FIFA officials and
people involved in the organisation. 
      George Dearnaley explains: “The contract to publish official
FIFA media products include magazines and the host city and
Tournament posters.  We also publish a bi-monthly  LOC review
magazine (Local Organising Committee) that is sent out to all
FIFA representatives, all host city reps, and all officials involved 
in the running of the tournament – this is an A4 magazine, glossy,
and we print 25,000 copies that are distributed to all these 
officials.”

The official FIFA World Cup Guide
Size:               A4 Gloss Perfect Bound
Pages:            144 pages
Content:         32 qualified teams and their star players, Stadiums,

Features on Superstar players, Unique African
things to do, Match Schedule

Opportunities: Full Page advertising

The official FIFA-programme
Size:               A5 Glamour size (250 x 170 mm), Gloss Perfect

Bound
Pages:            160 pages
Content:         32 Qualified teams and their star players, 

Stadiums, Features on Superstar players, Match
Schedule

Print order:       Round 1: 200,000 copies
Knockout: 150,000 copies
Final: 80,000 copies

Distribution:     Stadium sales; Fan Parks in 9 Host Cities,
200,000 – 240,000 copies sold to 
Match Hospitality clients

Opportunities:  Full Page & DPS advertising

FIFA World Stars Poster book
Size:               A4 Gloss Saddle Stitched
Pages:            40 pages
Content:         World Cup stars that will feature on our soil + 

A2 Pull out wall poster
Print order:       50,000 copies
Distribution:     Major SA Retailers (CNA, Exclusive Books, 

Airports etc.)  
Opportunities:  1. Full Page & DPS advertising

2. Covers and branding strips

The official FIFA travel guide
Size:              210 x 90 mm
Pages:            144 pages
Content:         Nine host cities, five excursion tips for each city,

information for public transport, nightlife, 
restaurants, wine growing areas, city maps, 
emergency numbers, embassy tips

Print order:       70,000 - 90,000 copies
Distribution:     Major SA Retailers (CNA, Exclusive Books, 

Airports etc.), 
30,000 Sold to Match Hospitality international
clients

Opportunities: Full Page advertising

OG
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Ring free!
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_The limits between mobile and
station ary use, between on and offline
are evidently disappearing. Who is
using the opportunities that connected 
printing offers best? Is there a royal
road for e-readers, tablet-PCs, smart-
phones, inkjet and offset?

_Five journalists from five count -
ries report how the intermeshing
is progressing worldwide in 
the second part of our series.

MA     ET NKRK
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Some 40 e-readers have reached the market or soon will. Amazon Kindle, Barnes & Noble Nook, and Sony
Reader are the most popular, with many more announced beginning at this year’s Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas. From pocketbook to magazine size, the devices, at first designed only to read books, will
be called upon to present magazines, and soon newspapers. 

Most significantly – or ominously, depending on your outlook – they were joined in March 2010 by the color
touch-screen Apple iPad, a magazine-sized iPod. All these battery-driven readers rely on low-energy displays, for
high portability and infrequent recharging. Many remain continuously online, to access Internet bookstores, with 
a variety of pricing strategies and rights management for publication sales.  

E-readers let publishers bypass the printing press in delivering publications to consumers. Will e-readers become as
common as MP3 music players, which devastated in-store sales of recorded music albums? The jury is out. Will they
prove to be a U.S.-only phenomenon? Perhaps. Other markets may not adopt them – for reasons political, cultural and
technical. They require wireless access to be practical; not every file format works on every reader; some cultures simply
prefer print. 

U.S. printing companies are likely to see some decline in demand as consumers adopt e-reader devices. Yet Amazon has 
reported sales of printed books grew among users of its Kindle. 

On a technical level, the readers are mostly monochrome handheld platforms based on electrophoresis e Ink paper or, 
with Apple, an OLED color touch screen. Three significant points are worth noting of e-readers: 

Users may instantaneously purchase books, magazines and newspapers, on demand

rights management varies, but revenue and control 
will go to publishers

Developing formats carry “rich media” pages with sound and 
video embedded  

While e-readers quickly won U.S. fans, in most parts of the world e-books are not on the radar. Sony 
discontinued its Reader in Japan just as Amazon reported dramatic successes in North America for

Kindle. E-readers may allow publishers to control content and pricing; as Apple negotiated terms with
publishers for its new iBook store, publishers and authors gained an edge to renegotiate terms 

dictated by the first-to-market Amazon Kindle, which had discounted e-books with small margins
for publishers.

All this may offer an opportunity for publishers to claim new revenue streams, and to provide
varieties of new reader experiences that engage next generation consumers. For periodical 

publications, e-readers provide precise metrics on subscribers and readership, and allow for
streams of micro-revenue from consumers in exchange for content. For book publishers

unit sales are key. The e-readers promise to benefit publishers in all these areas.  

Improved revenue streams for publishers will make them less penurious as customers
for printing companies. This may lead to less economic pressure in printing manu -

facture. The opportunity for printers is in transform ing or converting print-style 
publications into e-reader formats, and to house the digital assets. But it is 

import ant to move quickly in this direction, as new services bureaus rooted in
web services, not printing or premedia, are ready to jump into this market. 

On the whole, though, publishers are busy enough generating content; they 
will be glad to hand off the work of processing the many file formats and

rich media enhancements to paid suppliers – an opportunity for printers
and premedia service bureaus of all sizes.  

Bill Esler, Editor in Chief, Graphic Arts Monthly, USA

_e-books:
End of print,

or Window of Opportunity?
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As a journalist I have traveled extensively throughout the Middle East and have witnessed the delivery and
commissioning of state-of-the-art printing hardware and software in print houses throughout the region. 

I have observed that for many people, printing still has a nostalgic, almost mystic air to it, something that
goes beyond technological innovations such as a digital workflow, web to print or MIS. In the Middle East,
print is still considered a craft rather than industry and people still deem the printed word as sacred. The 
Internet undoubtedly is breaking barriers, mostly as a medium of quick communication; however, its 
by-products such as e–publishing and e-books have a long way to go to be widely accepted and embraced 
in the Middle East. 

The online availability of Arabic and Persian books is limited, and digital copyright laws are in their infancy. 
Furthermore, e-readers such as Kindle or Sony’s Reader Daily Edition are yet to be launched in the region. 
Travelers to the region who already have the Kindle can access networks in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and 
Jordan via AT&T partners. This could be a starting point for this technology to gain popularity in the region, 
but nobody can predict how far it will go.   

Personally I cannot imagine, for example, reading an illustrated text of Falnama (Book of Omens) on an e-reader; the
book, which is devised by great Middle Eastern poets, offers insights into the future. And the future is too important
to cede to an LED screen.

Eskandar Jahanbani, Editor in Chief, ME Printer Magazine, Dubai-UAE

The arrival on the market of electronic reading systems is dividing the French community of publishers, whether these
are book or magazine publishers. Admittedly, each of these is quite aware that a substantial portion of the content will
transit through these systems tomorrow. But how and especially at what price? Imposed by the Internet, the economic
model, which has been based on no cost up to now, no longer makes any sense. Authors’ rights will have to be respect -
ed, just like the work carried out by the editorial teams in newspapers. What will also happen with the adoption of
these (expensive) machines by readers? 

Today, the battle undertaken is primarily on the side of the manufacturers, who are trying to impose their products
at the sustained pace of a new version every six months. At the risk of transforming these machines into consum -
able products… In this context, the book and magazine will have to show a capacity to adapt by knowing how to
marry paper and electronics skilfully. And as the main printer of books in France said very correctly “it is thanks
to the Internet medium, which has ensured the global and unexpected promotion of new authors, that it has
also been possible to print several hundreds of thousands of copies of our latest best-sellers….”

Yvon Guémard, Managing editor, Caractère, France  

_e-publishinghas to gain itspopularity in the region.
_Printmust adapt. 



The UK publishing industry is holding its breath for the arrival of the Apple iPad. Perhaps this device will be the game-changer that
ebook readers and the Amazon Kindle in particular have failed to be. The latter arrived in the UK, if not exactly to a wave of indifference,
then to a shrug that exemplifies one aspect of the British character – its ability to absorb new influences without losing sight of its great
traditions. 

The current devices have their adherents and their flaws and they will undoubtedly find a place. Early users appear to be heavy readers
and frequent travelers for whom the appeal of a 500g library is obvious. There’s no need to carry hefty books when a handbag-sized 
device will contain as many titles as you want. 

The handbag is deliberate for casual observation is that most ebook users are women. Even so London Underground trains are not yet
filled by commuters clutching ebooks. 

Book printers are offering to shape content for the technology, happy that for now there is a greater margin in this work, and confident
that traditional books are going to be around for the next decade. Print on demand and changes in the nature of publishing companies

are a more pressing concern than a rapid shift to electronic reading. 

That might all change with the Apple iPad. Its smooth lines, colour touch screen, ease of use and upward migration for those 
familiar with the iPhone and its sheer desirability, will make magazine and book publishers start to think hard about where

print works best.

Gareth Ward, Editor in Chief, The Print Business, UK 
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In Spain the general public is following the evolution of e-book reading 
devices with interest, but I think more out of the curiosity aroused by a new 
technological development than out of any interest in adopting them for regular 
reading. Despite the 100,000 e-readers that, it is estimated, will be sold in 2009 – 
most of them purchased to make an “unusual, attractive and novel” gift – we cannot 
speak of a revolution. Far from it. By way of an example, at a communications trade fair 
held a few days ago at a venue in the north of Spain, 110 students were asked whether they 
preferred paper books or e-books. The count was conclusive: paper, 83, and e-books, 27.

On a professional level, and by launching a good number of products, the major publishers seem to 
be preparing for the consolidation of these devices in 2010, although they make no secret of their lack of 
confidence in the profitability of the operation, since the initial investment is very high and made in a short 
space of time, while profits are expected to be come very slowly and in the long term.

As has occurred with other modern methods of information transmission, e-readers will eventually occupy a specific 
segment of the market and exist alongside the traditional media. The drop in revenue suffered by both printers and suppliers, 
and which they will continue to suffer for some time, is due more to the uncontrolled growth in offset printing production 
capacity than the impact of the new media, which have undoubtedly taken a piece of the pie but, it is also true, have opened up new
fronts in the information consumer market.

Francisco Javier Romero, managing editor, pressGraph mediaGroup, Spain

_More risks
and opportunities

_Which
electronic reading device  is winning out? 
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Premiere
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The new specialist trade fair for commercial 
publishing and digital printing, from 7 to 9 April
2011, Düsseldorf

digi:media is the platform for print-based, 
networked communication that reflects 
all segments of the value-creation chain.

Content:Technology:Business:
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Starting a new trade fair is always a brave decision. And to do so in the current economic 

climate is even more challenging, and ultimately means a huge investment for Messe Düsseldorf. 

Will the topic of digital media be able to carry an annual event? Trade fairs mirror their sectors. They grasp current trends and bring 
                                   the market players together in one place. Simply put, the extremely fast-moving digital market demands

an annual trade fair. Digital printing has advanced rapidly in recent years. It has given the digital 
publishing industry a fresh impetus and has some interesting applications in the packaging industry.

                                   But digi:media is not just about technology. It’s about uniting investment decision makers, marketeers,
advertisers, service providers etc. It will bring these different groups together and focus on meeting
their specific needs. Essentially digi:media creates the triad of content, technology and business.  

There are already many other events on digital printing – how is digi:media different?

                                   There are many events that more or less deal with digital printing as a topic. But that is where 
                                   the problem lies – they tend to reach a partial target group and do not cover the whole spectrum. In

contrast to the many other in-house trade fairs, roadshows and events, digi:media incorporates digital
communication in its entirety. This is why technology is not the sole focus at digi:media. The event 
covers digital publishing, cross-media preparation of content, and contemporary aspects like media 
convergence. The exhibition is perhaps best summed up by its motto: ‘Content meets technology meets
business’.  

                                   Digi:media addresses everyone involved in the production workflow and covers nine sectors:  content,
IT solutions, workflow, electronic media, consumables, digital printing – commercial print systems, 
digital printing – packaging, further processing and assembly.  

What visitor groups is digi:media targeting?

                                   Digi:media addresses a wide range of groups. We are targeting businesses on two levels: the investment
decision maker, and the people that actually implement and work with the technologies. 

There are three programme platforms – ‘Content and Artwork, ‘Technology and Implementation’, 
and the ‘Business Podium’ –which meet the needs of those operating in these respective areas. And the
digital print community can network in the digi:media:space, which is also ideal for inter-disciplinary
exchanges.

Why is digi:media 2011 primarily aimed at German-speaking visitors, when technology is international?  

                                   Of course, in the future digi:media will be an international specialist trade fair. But in the first phase, 
we are focusing on German-speaking visitors. In practical terms, this means addressing visitors from
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the Benelux countries, and occasional visitors from Poland and 
the Czech Republic. Incidentally, the drupacube at the last drupa was started as German-speaking and
then was a complete success. 

                                   
How will an annual digi:media, with its focus on digital printing, affect drupa? 

                                   Digital printing and the entire digi:media environment has been playing an increasingly important
role since drupa 2000. The drupa innovation park, with its IT solutions for the publishing industry, 
had a clear function as an incubator here. 

And as an application-oriented information platform, drupa is also an important trade fair for marke-
ters and print buyers, as was demonstrated by the major interest in the drupacube. This development
will undoubtedly continue without the introduction of a digi:media. However, as an annual specialist
trade fair for the digital communication sector, digi:media is the ideal complementary event to drupa.
digi:media will also be an integral component of drupa 2012. •

“digi:media is expected to become the leading address for commercial publishing: once a year, for three days, in Düsseldorf.” 
Joachim Schäfer, Chief Executive of Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
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digi:media is being launched in Düsseldorf from 7 to 9 April 2011
under the motto ‘Content meets Technology meets Business’. The new
specialist trade fair for commercial publishing and digital printing is 
a platform for print-based, networked communication that reflects all
segments of the value-creation chain. 
     Director Manuel Mataré explains why the Düsseldorf Trade Fair is
starting this new specialist event. “Information technology, and follow -
ing it digital printing technology, has spurred the creation of new 
products and applications, which in turn has opened up new customer
groups for print communication. Digital printing brings together 
digital communication, online marketing and CRM in one poweful
unit. The digi:media trade fair will provide this market with a strong
platform.”

To make things as easy as possible for exhibitors and attendess, the
digi:media’s exhibition is divided into nine sectors, which are aimed 
at the process chain:  

A modular infotainment programme that meets the different needs 
of the multi-layered visitor groups will be an important component of
digi:media 2011. There is a platform specially for the ‘Content and Art-
work’ sector, a further platform for ‘Technology and Implementation’,
and a third ‘Business podium’ platform for examples of best practice. 

+ + + +

And there’s also room for the digital print community to
network in the ‘digi:media:space’.

digi:media is aimed at all partners involved in the production
workflow:  
1: Service providers from the printing, book-binding, copy

and letter shops and computer centres
2: Intermediaries from the dialogue marketing, advertising

and production areas
3: Media suppliers from the address marketing, book, 

corporate publishing, greeting cards, cartography, 
magazine and newspaper sectors

4: Sectors selected by industry 
eg medicine, beauty

5: Multiplicators 
eg communication associations, third level colleges

digi:media is an annual event from 2011. It will be an 
integ ral component of drupa in 2012, before being staged
annually as an independent event (11 to 13 April) in 2013. •
All digi:media information is constantly updated:
www.digimedia.de

digi:media: 
Customer meets Content meets 
Technology meets Business –
lucid and in nine thematic worlds.

+ + + + =
creative content, 
content pools, 
syndications, 
CP-publishers and 
image databases 

network solutions, 
server solutions

editorial systems, 
CRM systems, 
archiving, 
security

producers of media, 
hardware and software

inks, 
printing substrates

Content IT Solutions Workflow Electronic media Consumables Printing&Packaging Further processing

commercial printing 
systems,
packaging

binding machines, 
collection machines, 
embossing, 
punching

handing over to postal
department, 
postal process, 
document services, 
logistics

Customer

Well informed and 
up to date

Mr Schäfer, what can the customer expect from digi:media and 

the nine thematic worlds? 

The trade fair concept is based on the value creation chain, which forms
the basis for the production of print communication. The customer 
can experience the entire process live, but can also selectively acquire
in-depth information at individual stations, talk with specialists and
visit tutorial events, which go through the theoretical background 
graphically. And because technology is developing so fast, digi:media
presents the newest items once a year for three days in Düsseldorf.

Assembly Services
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„Für gedruckte Elektronik wird ein Milliardenmarkt prognostiziert .“
Sagt Wolfgang Mildner, Vorsitzender der „Organic Electronics Association“ (OE-A). 

Elektronische Speicher herzustellen, scheint eine zunehmend interessante und zukunfts weisende
Dienst leistung für die Druck- Medienindustrie zu sein. Die „OE-A“ bringt die Vertreter von Material-
entwicklung, IT-Programmierung und Entwicklung von Anwendungen zusammen, um Synergien zu
heben und Lösungswege zwischen den einzelnen Disziplinen zu finden. Ein Gespräch mit Wolfgang
Mildner über die erfolgreichen Entwicklungen der letzten Jahre.
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 “Printed Electronics Envisions
a Market in the Billions”

    Wolfgang Mildner, Chairman of the “Organic Electronics Association”, in conversation “The OE-A brings materials development, IT programming
and application development together to boost synergies
and to develop solutions.”



Mr. Mildner, you are chairman of the Organic Electronics Association (OE-A). 
What does it stand for and what are its strategic goals? 
The OE-A* is a consortium within the VDMA*, figuring as international, industrial representative for 
this novel technology. Right now, we have grown to count more than 120 members worldwide, comprising 
the entire value creation chain and ranging from materials production, equipment, and manufacture to 
the individual user and the F&E organizations/universities. In cooperation with the entire value creation chain, 
the technological development and market build-out is accelerated. As the technology employs new materials 
and new production methods leading to new types of product, a close cooperation between experts and 
companies is imperative in finding the right path toward solutions.

                                               Which are the hot topics the OE-A is dealing with at their international conferences and 
within its research groups? 

                                                     The OE-A is among others concerned with the set-up of roadmaps to have all members be able to
readily provide consistent answers as to when which products and applications will come to market.
In the context, various technologies and materials will be evaluated. Joint developments for 
demonstration purposes show real-life examples of what is achievable. In the facts brochure of the
OE-A, we publish articles of a general nature and examples (technology ‘giveaways’) to reinforce 
this matrix accordingly.  The OE-A working groups also take an interest in the subjects of quality 
control, standardization and upscaling production.

* The Organic and Printed Electronics Association was founded in December, 2004 as an international information and 
communications platform by companies and institutes actively engaged in the new technologies. More than 120 members 
from the Europe, the USA and Asia work together in OE-A to promote the growth of an efficient infrastructure facilitating 
the production of organic electronics. OE-A represents the entire value creation chain of organic electronics, beginning 
with materials producers to engineering concerns, manufacturers and end users.
(www.vdma.org/wps/portal/Home/en/Branchen/O/OEA/?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/vdma/Home/en/Branchen/O/OEA/)

* The VDMA (Assoc. for German engineering and machinery construction) represents one of the most outstanding, 
consolidated service providers offering the largest industry network for investment goods in Europe (www.vdma.org)
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What applications are we talking about? 
The sectors for printed electronics are ranging far and wide; we are looking at displays (e.g., OLEDs), 
light generation, also energy creation (as battery or photovoltaic cells) all the way to circuit boards 
(e.g., for RFID) or sensors. The elements are conceptualized as either independent or in combination, 
like the so-called smart objects. At a conference OE-A is sponsoring (LOPE-C) in Frankfurt from 05/30/2010 to 
06/02/2010, experts will meet to release the latest results and report on future opportunities.

                               Developments in the field of printed electronics continue unabated. 
How do you assess the technology’s potential? 
Because of the manifold opportunities for applications, its potential really seems limitless. Market analysts 
project markets worth billions. Of course, what matters now is to create an opening and to take the first steps
toward a market build-out, and this is best done by gaining experience through practical applications. 

What exactly is being built in the sector of organic, printed electronics and how?   
Many of the above-described areas of application have been created as lab prototypes. Beyond, 
printed batteries or sensors for glucose testing are examples of products in serial production. 
Flexible organic solar cells and displays of ‘electronic ink’ are also on the market. Those products 
are manufactured by using various mass imprinting, layering and lamination processes. Organic 
light diodes (OLEDs) are already used in displays, and the first OLED light fixtures are available; 
at this time, they are still produced by vacuum processing on glass substrates.

Printed data storage instruments and RFID tags, together with the entire technology are currently 
in transition to enter industrial production, for example by digital or even web-to-web printing.

What matters now is to create an opening 
and take the first steps toward a market build-out

Get started!

Printed data storage instruments and RFID tags, together with 
the entire technology are currently in transition to enter industrial production, 
for example by digital or even web-to-web printing.

Use!

Printed electronics makes possible the manufacture 
of radio tag labels, so-called electronic product codes
(EPC) replacing bar codes. It affords the monitoring
of the logistics chain. It also enhances protection
against brand piracy.

RFID tags are used in brand protection, touch-free 
service concepts, e.g., electronic coupons for the coffee
machine or as admission to events, like pop concerts
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Which technical and professional skills should a service provider bring to the table in order 
to effectively reach the customer and the market at large?
The answer to the question is predicated on the fact that here we have two worlds collide and thus the bar 
is set especially high for professional acumen and skill sets (e.g., in terms of IT). Without doubt, education and 
a continuing expansion of the knowledge base will prove crucial to fully take advantage of all the opportunities 
the market has to offer.

                                               Which role do digital workflows and digital print technologies play?  
                  I’d like to keep the two subjects separate. Digital workflow is a good and necessary exercise to 

efficiently balance production against capacity for the purpose of being able to react quickly. It is
also an essential precondition for the implementation of additional functions.

Digital printing technologies today are used for the manufacture of printed electronics (e.g., 
by inkjet); in part they are well suited for it, yet whether they will achieve a genuine breakthrough 
remains to be seen.

                To take a glimpse in the distant future—in your opinion, how extensively will printed electronics impact 
the business segments of entertainment, packaging or security technology?   
The organic, printed electronics will undoubtedly enrich these business segments with its versatility and new features.
The challenge is to intelligently combine conventional modes of operation with a judicious implementation of these new
elements in order to revolutionize both the market and individual business sectors.

                               With the many opportunities, where do we bump against limits and what issues loom afar?  
To define the principal hurdles is a significant component of the OE-A road map. To this end, we identified “red
brick walls” for the various applications as well as technologies. The technology, and with it the entire industry,
is still in its infancy, many materials, for example, are still at the development stage or fresh out of the labs; 
the same, incidentally, is valid for the methods of production chosen. That is to say, limits and issues will 
surface in time and be resolved by course corrections and different approaches. At this time, the challenge is 
to gather experience and push ahead with more development.

                Where can we find RFID or so-called smart objects like one-way sensors right now?
RFID with silicone electronics is already in wide use at this time, for instance in logistics. The tremendous potential for
printed electronics will really come to the fore when it not only remains on the outside packaging but will also appear on
the individual item due to economically enforced cost considerations and improved modes of integration. In particular
areas (medical sensors) printed products number already in the billions.

                  Electronic books with organic control electronics, which in the future will make possible flexible displays or even 
such to be unrolled, is just another of those applications growing by leaps and bounds. Additionally, strong growth rates
mid- and long-term are predicted for intelligent packaging combining sensors, battery, display, logic, and RFID. 

To what extent can service providers in the printing industry benefit from the new opportunities? 
All these aforementioned functions (displays, energy, light, clear-cut identification, interaction by integrated 
intelligence) can in the future be exploited through the printing industry. Specifically because of its ‘add-on’ 
usefulness, these functions will garner a great deal of interest from both clients and readers. The ideal time 
for market entry depends of course, as always, on the level of demand. 

                                               To what extent can service providers from the printing industry benefit from the new 
possibilities?

                                                     All of the abovementioned functions (displays, energy, light, clear identification, interaction through
integrated intelligence) will be useful for the printing industry in the future. These functions will 
certainly be interesting for customers as well as readers, specifically because of their added benefits.
Of course, the appropriate time for entry always depends on requirements.

                               Will the “add-on metric” of print remain the preserve of label and packaging printing or do you believe 
in an expansion of the commercial printing market? 

                                   Examples in the periodicals space are evidence of how attractive “add-on” functionality can be in arousing 
the curiosity of the buyer; in this instance, I see no limit to opportunities.

Combine!

Refine!

The first successful products are in the market
and will draw others after them. But we are 
now at the start of a multitude of new products.
We are driving development further.

Electronic books with organic control electronics, which in the future will
make possible flexible displays or even such to be unrolled, is just another
of those applications growing by leaps and bounds.



A great climate

Faces of the fair
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The climate is in your hands.
Today Frank Schelkens is the ‘commander’ in 
the switching centre. He and his colleagues 
have an overview of the entire technology here.

Comfort for everyone: this is the goal of Düsseldorf Trade Fair staff in 
the Heating, Cooling and Air Conditioning technology plus Building 
Automation department, 365 days per year. According to this hardworking
team, good air conditioning is not just a technical issue.   



T
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“Aerial platform man”

The temperature in the halls is set to be as pleasant as possible before
exhibitors and visitors stream into the trade fair grounds, but it needs
continual monitoring throughout the day. “The draught from the older
vents in the hall ceiling in the large, double-storey stands is too strong,”
explains Andreas Schwarz, project manager in the Operating Technol -
ogy department. 
     The team uses a cherry picker – a type of fire brigade ladder with 
a buggy on wheels – to manoeuvre between the aisles in the trade fair
stands. The cherry picker’s driver, Altfried Hörle, known as “aerial 
platform man” among his colleagues positions the vehicle and extends
the ladder so that the disruptive draught can be diverted.  
     Andreas Schwarz recollects a comprehensively styled trade fair
stand that featured water from a fountain shooting upwards into a
basin. The feature worked excellently during construction – but at 
that time the air conditioning unit was not switched on. When the
trade fair began and the air conditioning started up, the water flowed 
horizontally onto a smart white sofa. 

           he main focus for the 16 employees working in 
           Düsseldorf Trade Fair’s air conditioning centre is 
           to ensure a comfortable atmosphere in the 260,000
square metre trade fair site, day and night. 
     Whenever it rains or is draughty, the air is too cool or 
the temperature too muggy, the team is called in. All of the
safety technical processes take place in the air conditioning
centre, which resembles the control room of a space ship.
From here the ‘commander’ on duty watches during trade
fairs to ensure everything is going according to plan in the
17 trade fair halls and the other buildings at the Düsseldorf
Trade Fair. 
     “We are a type of helpline,” explains electro-technician
Altfried Hörle. “If a fault is reported, we can immediately see
on screen exactly what has happened and where. Depending
on whether it is an electro-technical or mechanical problem,
the right man for the task grabs his tool box and goes out on
the site.”  

“There is always a situation where
only the ‘aerial platform man’ can
help. He then travels in his pod
under the hall roof and adjust 
the outlet vent so that no further
draughts can be felt”.

     “There were some very angry calls and our men were 
really in a sweat,” Schwarz recalls. “But we have been able to
satisfy every exhibitor so far!” The draught was automatically
redirected using the new adjustable air vents, and company
staff were relieved to watch the water flowing into the basin
again the way the exhibitor intended. 

Meeting everyone’s needs

Bernd Pilz, who has been employed by Düsseldorf Trade Fair
since 1996 says: “No one calls us when everything is going
well! The exhibitors call in when something has gone wrong
and, unfortunately, they are often quite angry and much 
diplomacy is required. And, unfortunately, people often only
inform the hall manager when the climate is unpleasant, and
we could have helped much sooner!”
     “One of our biggest challenges is to find a temperature
that suits everyone,” says Schwarz. “What’s warm for one 

The kilometre-long underground utility passageways are invisible to most people. 
But if there is a draught occasionally from above the modern turbulence vents can 
be adjusted electrically so that no exhibitor has to shiver any longer. 

The Düsseldorf Trade Fair has had its own fire safety guard service for some time. 
Altfried Hörle is one of the three colleagues who has completed this additional training. 
This means that if an incident occurs, he can provide professional first aid until 
the fire brigade intervenes. 
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A large sum has already been invested to tackle this issue
and the team is delighted that management is supporting
this goal so extensively. “We reduced energy consumption
by 18 percent between 2000 and 2005. And this is despite
the hall surface area being expanded by 20 percent and
more companies exhibiting at our trade fairs,” Schwarz 
reports. 
     “Renewable energy is top of the agenda. A 5,000 square
metre photovoltaic unit was recently implemented, and 
the cogeneration unit should be completely renewed by
the end of the year.” 
     A great climate involves far more than simply supplying
good air. It’s about providing an environment where 
exhibitors and visitors feel comfortable and are happy to be
there.

Trade fair friendships

Friendly relationships between the trade fair staff and stand
builders and technicians from the exhibitor companies often
develop during the long construction periods at large trade
fairs. Which is a good thing, as it’s crucial that all trades and
technicians can work well together. 
     According to the team, the job is never boring. “Every
trade fair and every customer is different,” says Hörle. “We 
are all-round technicians, so everyone can do a little of what 
the others do – even though everyone is a professional 
in their respective area. We are a strong team, otherwise it 
simply would not work.”
     “We occasionally argue, but it’s always constructive,” adds
Bernd Pilz. “We all just we want to find the best solution for
the customer.”

person might be too cold for another. A comfortable temperature is
very much down to personal preference. “But we try to make everyone
happy and invariably succeed.
     “Customer service is paramount. And this doesn’t just include care
from our operational staff in the project teams – it means our team
doing whatever we can to make an event a success. And when we can-
not do this easily using our technical infrastructure, we have to get 
creative.” 
     Another challenge is internationality during large trade fairs. The
team repeatedly experiences differences between nationalities’ mentali-
ties.  “Most things operate in English”, says Pilz. “But we can always help.
We draw on unconventional resources, make a twist here and put in
screws there until everyone is happy. And when nothing more can be
done technically, we lend whatever support we can – good air condition -
ing is not always a technical matter!”

The right match for everything

“We have the right match for everything here,” says Schwarz. “In the
older halls, we still have equipment from the early 1970s, while the
equipment in the new halls is state of the art. And all training back-
grounds are represented in our department: journeymen, masters, tech-
nicians and engineers of all ages. Everyone can support everyone else.
The younger staff might have a great knowledge of one piece of equip-
ment, while the experience and general overview of the older team
members is often priceless. We always exchange knowledge and take on
board the ideas from others in the team. After all, expertise gained on
the job is far more valuable that what can be gleaned from a training
manual.”
     The team is also proud of the current energy saving programme.
“Energy conservation is becoming increasingly important – not only
for us as a trade fair company, but also for our customers. Keeping 
prices as stable as possible for exhibitors is a major task for us.” 

Satisfied faces on Frank Schelkens (left in the picture) and Altfried Hörle. 
Both know: “good air conditioning is not just a matter of technical dimensions!”
However, it is still good when the technology works...
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Your drupa-team in Dü sseldorf
Phone +49 (0) 211-4560-

Event service
(Organisation of exhibitor events)
Rudolf Grospitz -241
E-mail: GrospitzR@duesseldorfcongress.de

Trade fair accommodation
(Hotel room reservations, Düsseldorf 
tourist information)
Düsseldorf Marketing & Tourismus
GmbH
Phone +49 (0) 211-17 20 20 
E-mail: 
reservation@duesseldorf-tourismus.de

Phone +49 (0) 211-4560-

Exhibitor Services

Exhibitor passes
Roswitha Okrey              -256
E-mail: OkreyR@messe-duesseldorf.de
Nadine Montforts           -203
E-mail: 
MontfortsN@messe-duesseldorf.de

Exhibitor support
(Registration, stand allocation, sales)
Jens-Michael Bierschenk -524
E-mail: 
BierschenkJ@messe-duesseldorf.de

Account management
(Strategic cooperation, special topics)
Ralph Scholz -514
E-mail: ScholzR@messe-duesseldorf.de

CCD. - Congress Center Organisation
(Vermietung von Räumen für Konferen -
zen/Events)
Hannah Winter -84 16
E-mail: WinterH@duesseldorfcongress.de

Phone +49 (0) 211-4560-

Marketing Communications

Advertising
(Cooperative promotional measures)
Petra Köhler                    -434
E-mail: KoehlerP@messe-duesseldorf.de
Kerstin Abram                -519
E-mail: AbramK@messe-duesseldorf.de

Internet services / new media
(Exhibitor database, online advertising at
www.drupa.de/.com)
Joerk Cardeneo              -663
E-mail: CardeneoJ@messe-duesseldorf.de

Press
(Cooperative work with the press)
Monika Kissing               -543
E-mail: KissingM@messe-duesseldorf.de
Anne Klaus                     -465
KlausA@messe-duesseldorf.de

Phone +49 (0) 211-4560-

Technical Services

Technical stand administration
Bernd Schier                   -525
E-mail: SchierB@messe-duesseldorf.de

Technical services hotline
Phone                              -500
Fax                                   -8566
E-mail: tr-service@messe-duesseldorf.de

Customised stand construction
Enno Block                     -340
E-mail: BlockE@messe-duesseldorf.de

System stand construction
Frank Lorson                  -181
E-mail: LorsonF@messe-duesseldorf.de

Stand construction hotline
Phone                              -600
Fax                                   -8558
E-mail: standbau@messe-duesseldorf.de

Phone +49 (0) 211-4560-

Project Management

Manuel Mataré               -610
E-mail: 
MatareM@messe-duesseldorf.de
Sabine Krebs                   -611
E-mail: 
KrebsS@messe-duesseldorf.de

drupa report
publication dates:

No. 3: September 2011
No. 4: February 2012

Phone +49 (0) 211-4560-

Fairground Services and Traffic/
Logistics

Logistics processing at the fairgrounds
and exhibitor parking
Werner Arnold                -508
E-mail: ArnoldW@messe-duesseldorf.de
Gregor Ehrhardt             -528
E-mail: EhrhardtG@messe-duesseldorf.de
Arthur Lenhardt             -522
E-mail: LenhardtA@messe-duesseldorf.de
Janina Düe                      -427
E-mail: DueeJ@messe-duesseldorf.de

Container hire on the open-air area
Thomas Schindler          -135
E-mail: SchindlerT@messe-duesseldorf.de

Waste disposal and security/stand 
surveillance
Hans-Georg Klapdor      -540
E-mail: KlapdorH@messe-duesseldorf.de

t

drupa on tour: next stops, among others, …
Ipex                              Gulf Print All in Print China

Birmingham/UK: May 18 - 25, 2010 Dubai/UAE: April 1, 2011 Shanghai/China: November 1, 2011

Admission and space confirmation April 2010
Close of registration October 31,  2010
Start of stand location discussions and allocations February 2011
Start of admissions August 2011
Start of global visitor canvassing Summer 2011

Mailing of marketing materials August 2011
(Service Compass with online-, advertising- and press tools)

Construction Thursday, April 12 – Wednesday, May 2, 2012
Duration of the exhibition Thursday,  May 3 – Wednesday, May 16, 2012
Dismantling Thursday,  May 17 – Wednesday, May 30, 2012

drupa 2012 schedule
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Cover

Page 3-18
and 23-54

Page e.g. 6-7

Page 19-22

A general purpose German and English version of the
drupa Report was created entirely on the offset.

DigiGold HPI, matte wood-free art paper, 250 g/m2, 
FSC-certified, interior matte varnished with dispersion 
coatings, exterior special matte cellophaned,
exterior and interior partial UV spot varnishing

Tempo made by Sappi, sales distribution exclusively by
IGEPA, wood-free silk matte art paper, 150 g/m2, 
FSC-certified, matte varnished with dispersion 
coatings, partial UV spot varnishing

Special color PMS Neon 804c

DigiGold HPI, gloss wood-free art paper, 150 g/m2,
FSC-certified, gloss varnished with dispersion 
coatings
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8900 kilogrammes of CO2 were saved during 
the printing of this issue of the drupa report.
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Masthead

Versioned digital printing from Hewlett Packard
40 variable covers with an appropriate four-page report on the  
‘The making-of the drupa report’ on pages 19-22 were printed 
on an Indigo 5000. 
Variable images and text elements were placed in the basic layout
on an additional layer so that a PDF file without variable elements
can be created. These PDF files acted as a background picture 
for the variable picture and text frames, which were assigned to 
the specific database columns and required personalisation rules.
The standard database was supplemented by additional inform -
ation such as the image assignment (e. g. Berlin.jpg; etc.) or also a
country label, which ensures that every recipient gets ‘his’ version
of the drupa report.
     The final printing involved compiling a variable job ticket,
which allows the layout, variable elements and database to flow 
together correctly. After the export of all data to the digital print -
ing system, the various print-run versions were printed ‘on-the-fly’.
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